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FRAGMENTED
by
MAX REBEL
(Under the Direction of Patricia Walker)
ABSTRACT
This thesis, Fragmented, outlines Rebel’s explorations with materials and techniques that
led to the creation of his current work that was presented in his MFA Exhibition.
Fragmented focuses on elements of abandoned and ignored structures found in both
urban and rural communities. Rebel is interested in the visual characteristics directly
related to manufactured landscapes that have been reshaped by neglect, specifically,
surfaces that appear old and weathered. The assemblages he makes in reference to these
deserted sites do not comment on specific architectural locations. Instead, they are meant
to emphasize common traits found at multiple sites. By working with repurposed
industrial refuse, as well as materials commonly used in construction, Rebel aims to
create artworks that highlight the qualities found in dilapidated, abandoned sites.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This Master’s of Fine Arts Thesis, Fragmented, will explain the ways in which
my work has evolved and was influenced by experiences at the Betty Foy Sanders
Department of Art (BFSDoA). After entering the MFA Program as a Graphic Design
candidate, I quickly realized that my artistic interests were non-client related. During this
time, I found little appeal in objective related assignments with the aims of pleasing a
company or corporation. Rather, I was interested in exploring my own content and
techniques that were not found within traditional Graphic Design. I reapplied to the
BFSDoA MFA 2-D Program and was accepted. Once working in the 2D MFA Program, I
began to utilize mixed media in combination with various printmaking techniques such as
acetone transfers, screen-prints, and tracing projected images. The experimentation with
materials and techniques continued until it led to the manipulation of three-dimensional
materials that were assembled to create the high-relief constructions displayed in my
MFA exhibition.
These assemblages reference old, weathered, collapsed, abandoned, and ignored
property present in both urban and rural communities. Over time, commercial landscapes
are often reshaped based on neglect and natural phenomena. My artworks should not be
accepted as a depiction of specific landscape; instead they are my artistic interpretation of
these secluded environments. The goal is to highlight the theme of change, which infers
that every thing has an indefinite form of existence. I use fragmented, recycled,
repurposed, and weathered materials as symbols to communicate this message.
8

The work in Fragmented represents a small demonstration of the combination of
techniques that I have explored over the past two years and can be seen as a
summarization of my experience in the MFA program. I have pushed my art to break the
boundaries of both graphic design and two-dimensional art. As my work matures, I will
continue to find new materials and construction techniques that will push the existing
boundaries of my art. In this sense, Fragmented is a snapshot of work that is constantly
changing and evolving. This support paper provides a more detailed explanation of my
progress throughout the MFA program. In it, I will present how my past explorations of
materials and techniques were combined to influence my current work.

9

FRAGMENTED
When I entered the BFSDoA MFA Program as a Graphic Design student, I had
already been experimenting with different forms of media. In particular, ink, paint, and
paper were comfortable materials to work with at this time. As I made work during my
first year, it became clear that I was quickly shifting towards a fine art studio focus. It
was exciting when I entered the 2D MFA Studio Program, as it allowed me to explore
silk-screen, paint rollers, brushes, tapes, sandpapers, pigments, acrylics, shellacs, spray
paints, markers, charcoals, and other like materials. I was encouraged by faculty to
investigate different ideas and techniques, so I tried to do as much research as possible.
As my artwork continued to expand, I found that I enjoyed diverse materials because the
process led to unexpected results. The challenge of gaining control over unexpected
material outcomes made the act of creating art an exciting experience for me; it is like
taking an unexplored journey for the first time.
As part of my initial research, I came across Justin Krietemeyer, an artist from
California. He was the first contemporary artist that had an immediate impact on my art.
Unlike me, Kritemeyer grew up surrounded by art. His mom was an artist and he wanted
to become one since he was a young boy. Krietemeyer comments in Juxtapoz Poster Art:
“I don’t think I ever really thought of being anything else,” and he then
continues, “My mom was an artist, and I’d always grown up around art.
So when it came time to decide what I wanted to go to school for, it was
obvious that was the thing I was best at.”1

1

R. Rock Enterprises, Juxtapoz Poster Art, Gingko Press, Inc. 2009, Page 116.
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The first thing I noticed about Krietemeyer’s art was the “loose” use of imagery. His
shapes had jagged edges that appeared liked they were intuitively cut and arranged
according to chance, something which Jean Arp and Hans Arp also experimented with
during the Dada movement. He is not trying to be perfect, in fact, he embraces chance
within the process and it’s results. I respect this practice because it gives the artwork a
chance to evolve “naturally” without a pre-conceived idea. It sometimes seems to me that
the search for content and critical review can get in the way of creating great work. When
asked about whom he admired during an interview, Krietemeyer responded, “anybody
who’s able to make art and love what they’re doing without compromising their soul.”2 I
could not agree more with his statement. As an artist, I believe you should execute work
that is determined independently. Harold Rosenberg describes: “What makes any
definition of a movement in art dubious is that it never fits the deepest artists in the
movement.” In the end, the artist must do what feels right to them.
Krietemeyer’s Long Road Home (Figure 1) was the first piece that introduced me
to the serigraph, which is a printing technique often referred as screen-printing. Although
Krietemeyer uses bright colors, a tighter composition, and diverse shapes, Long Road
Home reminded me of Arranged According to the Laws of Chance, a work done by Hans
Arp. It immediately reminded me of Dada, the 20th century art movement that critiqued
the senseless destruction of war through questioning and challenging the accepted social

2

R. Rock Enterprises, Juxtapoz Poster Art, Gingko Press, Inc. 2009, Page 116.
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values of its day.3 Through my studies in art history, I learned that Arp intuitively threw
some paper squares in the air and recorded their arrangement on the ground. After a few
adjustments, he recreated the composition of squares in his painting titled Arranged
According to the Laws of Chance (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Justin Krietemeyer, Long Road Home, Mixed Media.
Figure 2. Hans Arp, Arranged According to the Laws of Chance, Collage, 1916-17.

Intentional or not, Long Road Home also appears to use the laws of chance. It
consists of cut images and shapes that seem to have fallen onto the picture plane. The
forms are overlapping and have a slight tilt, which create a layered composition

3

Mathew Gale, Dada and Surrealism, Phaidon Press Limited, 2006, Page 5.
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Krietemeyer’s images and use of bright colors often highlight an attraction to the retro, in
particular, the counterculture of “The Sixties”. Along with serigraph, he uses techniques
and materials such as transfers, brushes, acrylics, and found paper to construct his work.
Krietemeyer’s images are screen-printed or transferred onto paper, then cut and collaged
together with others.4 Long Road Home introduced me to new ideas and printmaking
techniques that opened a world of possibilities.
The following summer, I began to work with serigraphs. This printmaking
process uses a woven mesh stretched between a wooden or aluminum frame as a stencil.
The ink is forced through the open areas of the screen with a squeegee to create the
desired image. Usually, each screen holds one color and is used in a specific sequence
during an edition of multilayer prints. Unlike my earlier work, this technique allowed me
to both print on, as well as combine, multiple flat mixed-media surfaces like cloth, paper,
vinyl, wood, and metal sheets. This technique gave me the ability to print my computergenerated images on different surfaces. As a result, this new studio practice led to further
cultivate my use of mixed media and ultimately guide to the use of larger threedimensional materials.
At this time, I also began looking at Robert Altman, a photojournalist who came
to prominence during the 1960s. I was amazed how Altman not only captured so many
great moments, but also the number of celebrities that were the subjects of his
photographs. Some of my personal favorite photo captures are: Trippin’ Out on Acid,
Central Park, New York, NY, April 1967, Mick Jagger and Keith Richards at Elektra

4

R. Rock Enterprises, Juxtapoz Poster Art, Gingko Press, Inc. 2009, Page 116.
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Studios, Los Angeles, CA, October 1969, Students and Guards, People’s Park, Barkeley,
CA, May 1969, as well as Dance!, Hippie Hill, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA,
1967 (Figure 3). The titles by themselves draw a picture for me, but when combined with
his photographs each becomes something special. Paul Krassner, founder and editor of
The Realist, co-founder of the Yippies (Youth International Party), shares:
“Robert Altman captured the images of many iconic figures of the Sixties,
individuals who helped liberate the souls of countless others. These
celebrated photographs are an illustrious record of an amazing era. So put
on an illegal smile and don’t spill the coffee.”
Without his images, all of these great moments that occurred during this time would have
passed unrecorded. As Altman describes in the book, The Sixties, photographs by Robert
Altman: “My camera became my passport.”5
Both Krietemeyer’s techniques and Altman’s photographs inspired me to do a
small print series about “hippies”, a term that defined individuals supporting antiestablishment ideals in the late 1960’s. My primary objective was to explore invented
narratives that related to countercultures. By openly embracing progressive beliefs, the
hippie counterculture sought different ways of life and alternative levels of
consciousness. In making these prints, I appropriated Altman’s images. This technique of
utilizing images from other sources is common among contemporary artists, such as
Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons, Banksy, and Shepard Fairey. ‘Borrowing’ material from
various artists is also found in other artistic disciplines such as music, in particular hiphop. An example would be introducing a vocal sample of Ray Charles with a

5

Robert Altman, The Sixties, Santa Monica Press, 2007, Page 6.
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contemporary hip-hop drumbeat or rhythm. In one of my artworks, Imagery Moment
(Figure 4), I feature one of Altman’s “hippies” dancing under some giant mushrooms that
are floating on an island. Like Altman, I wanted my narrative to amplify the same rare
and energetic moments that challenged societal norms. Similar to Krietemeyer, several
large bodies of colors were screen-printed onto paper and then cut into geometric shapes.
The forms were then carefully placed and fixed on a sheet of watercolor paper. Lastly,
the image of the figure dancing under the mushrooms was screen-printed over the
composition of the geometric shapes of color. I did not use a press or specific registration
marks to make these prints, so the entire edition became a series of monoprints. The
screen was simply laid on top of the cut shapes and the ink was then pulled through the
mesh with the squeegee. Each print reflects “the laws of chance” while remaining unique.
During this process, I made an interesting and unexpected discovery. I noticed that the
print itself was inconsistent, which allowed for some unexpected formal qualities. For
example, there is an area of blue that becomes visible through the negative space created
by the screen print.

15

Figure 3. Robert Altman, Dance!, Photograph, 1967.
Figure 4. Max Rebel, Imaginary Moment, Mixed Media, 2011.

This happened because thicker stripes of paper on top of the blue prevented the screen
from touching that particular surface. This gave Imaginary Moment the visual surprise it
needed to become unique and fresh. After this discovery, I became increasingly interested
in the technical process of creating serigraph images and started to think about
contemporary poster design.
My posters were inspired by Terry Barrett’s description of beauty in Why Is That
Art?
“In general, the beautiful is characterized by harmony, companionability,
comprehensibility, and how beauty absorbs and calms the viewer. The
sublime is thought of as terrifying, awe - inspiring, and unruly,
invigorating, surprising, and unfamiliar. A flowering meadow might be
beautiful, but the Alps are sublime.”6

6

Terry Barrett, Why Is That Art?, Oxford University Press, 2008, Page 113.
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Along with image content, I am first and foremost concerned with aesthetics. Based in
my Graphic Design background, I enjoy the easily digestible visual impact of my prints.
The beauty of posters is that they don’t have to be complex nor do they need to contain a
shrouded message that is hard for the viewer to comprehend. He or she can appreciate a
posters high impact and simple nature. Paula Scher comments on posters in New Masters
of Poster Design: “I love the big scale and immediate impact of posters. They’re my
favorite things to design.”7 Just like the word art, the definition of a poster varies. Uwe
Loesch defines a poster in New Masters of Poster Design as:
“A poster is not a pipe. A poster has a message. Sometimes. A poster is a
sheet of paper without a backside. A poster is a stamp. You can put it on
the wall or on the window, on the ceiling or on the ground, upside down or
wrong side up. There are young posters that look very old and old posters
that never die. A good poster attacks you. A bad poster loves you. And
there are “l’art-pour-l’art” posters that love themselves and want to be
beautiful. These types of posters confuse the viewer, muddle up his eyes,
and force him to look for something in the poster that is not inside. If you
like, you can smoke it in your pipe.8
Artificial Growth (Figure 5) was my first poster, an edition of 50 prints that were
executed using proper serigraph technique. Each poster is approximately 18 x 22” and
consists of three colors: deep-yellow, hot-orange, and silver-black. In the middle of the
poster there is an asymmetric photo collage that takes the shape of a mechanical flower
floating in space. The image acts as a reminder of a futuristic infrastructure that is
producing clean energy for an urban society. To me, learning silk-screen was very
rewarding in the way it moved my image making forward.

7
8

John Foster, New Masters of Poster Design, Rockport Publishers. 2006, Page 4.
Ibid.
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My prints began to get larger in scale and the physical execution of my artwork
became increasingly important to me. As an artist, I benefit from learning new techniques
and building knowledge through an experiential level. This includes using materials I
need to physically pick up, move about, reform, and transform. This corporeal process
includes making “mistakes” that push me to find solutions that were “unexpected”.
Without these hurdles, I believe, we are not expanding our skills and acquiring new
knowledge. You have to take risks, or nothing will change. Through experimentation and
embracing “mistakes”, I made discoveries and found techniques that I would then
intentionally use in my later work.

Figure 5. Max Rebel, Artificial Growth, Serigraph, 2012.
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One of my first breakthroughs was how to generate textured stencils with the
emulsion on the screens. In the beginning, my screens did not expose properly due to
inaccurate light exposure and the emulsion was partly washing out. As a result, I was left
with a fractured stencil that created interesting textural prints. Although this was a
problem within the edition, I found a way to create these textures without the use of
computer-generated images. In addition, I noticed that when I had poor management
during the printing process, it resulted in the mesh getting clogged with dried ink. This
would create a problem in the edition because my prints were inconsistent. While I could
have taken the clogged screen to the washing area to completely clear the dried ink with
the pressure washer, I decided to calmly spray water on the inked side and then pull test
prints until the stencil was cleared. This technique was not only fun, but exciting as well.
Each monoprint was completely different depending on the amount of water and ink that
was being pushed through the mesh of the screen. I enjoyed this “organic” or more
“inventive” technique of printing. I enjoyed the unexpected results, which happened
during the test prints and the ensuing surprises that challenged me. The screens that had
only been stencils suddenly became an active image-making device that could be used as
a brush.
This use of printmaking techniques opened a whole new world of possibilities for
my work. The “mistakes” from the past, were now only discoveries for the future. Like
myself, the screens could be pushed beyond their existing boundaries. I started to
experiment with multiple colors of acrylic on the screens. Similar to Gerhard Richter, I
would smear the ink on the screen before printing. This created smooth gradients of color
that were visible on the print. At other times, I would splash or drip the ink on the screens
19

as Jackson Pollock might have done. As a result, the print would mimic the splash of a
drip. Sometimes water was used to create the desired results previously mentioned.
Parallel to my experiences in the studio, I was exploring surfaces in secluded
areas like back alleys and other urban locations. My interest in these areas grew to
become the conceptual inspiration for my MFA work. As an artist, I am always observing
and highlighting elements that impact my environment. The work created for my MFA
Candidacy Review was inspired by “mysterious” juxtapositions of forms emerging out of
city landscapes that I documented.
Having been born and raised mostly in Germany, I became interested in telephone
poles and electrical wires that are housed above ground in the United States because
electrical infrastructures are primarily housed underground in my native land. In the US,
back alleys are filled with gutted boxes, exposed twisted wires, ruptured pipes, vents, and
other objects of that nature. Similar to recycling, I rework and transform industrial
building materials that are not considered traditional art media. As my work progressed,
I began to create high-relief assemblages that reference the characteristics of terrains that
have become neglected and changed over time. The unexpected discoveries and sense of
unease I experience while exploring collapsed warehouses, weathered back alleys,
abandoned factories, or other left over obsolete matter that accompanies neglect,
characterizes the creative substructure behind the work that led to my MFA exhibition.
When creating my constructions, I aim to highlight ignored qualities found
through observation of my surroundings in order to express the sense of wonder their
visual impact has on me. Each of the used subjects I find is observed carefully and appear
out of context to me. As mentioned, I had never seen or noticed objects of that nature
20

when growing up and they appear “mysterious”. I find this state intriguing. To me, the
mysterious is the strange, puzzling, skewed or altered character of the form’s identity that
became my inspiration. Albert Einstein describes: “The most beautiful thing we can
experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and science”.

Figure 6. Max Rebel, Documentation, Photograph, 2012.
Figure 7. Max Rebel, Study for Mantis, Sketch Markers, 2012.

By observing the world differently, my imagination is allowed to recreate foreign
surroundings. For example, the average electrical conduit device becomes this insect like
form in my image Mantis (Figure 8). This artwork was one of the most intriguing
artworks I presented during my MFA Candidacy Review. It not only has a calm tone, but
it has the following properties that result in a successful artwork: variation of transparent
layers, expressive marks, intriguing balance and rhythm, and implied shapes and lines
21

that emerge throughout the layers. Also successful, but slightly different, Mantis is a
good representation of the weathered surfaces and forms that I find attractive during my
excursions into back alleys. This work is also a good example of techniques mentioned
previously.

Figure 8. Max Rebel, Mantis, Mixed Media, 2012.

At this time, I still used screens to create the main body of background textures. But they
were now layered with spray paints and wood shellac. Another addition was the
introduction of various markers, which the lines and forms were drawn with. This was a
big jump for me, because up until this point I had only used computer-generated images.
The new combination of techniques and materials made my work independent of the
printmaking studio. This, in turn, allowed a more physical involvement in my art making
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process. Although I had pushed my boundaries by combining printmaking techniques
with drawing, it was not till my next discovery that I truly began to test my abilities.
Before my Candidacy review, I was documenting and illustrating forms that
existed in the previously described locations. My artwork consisted of representative
illustrations based on the forms and my visual interpretation of them. Everything changed
when I first documented two large metal/wooden door panels that hung on a brick wall in
a back alley in Savannah.
The panels were the catalyst for my thesis explorations. Not only was I captivated
by the materials, which comprised the doors, but also their formal qualities. I enjoyed
how the burned wood surface appeared old and the painted surface of the battered metal
sheets seemed to be weathered. I viewed the doors as artworks that were on display in the
alley. I had never seen door panels constructed in this manner; they appeared to come
from some other time. What intrigued me about the door panels was their reference to
another time period. In particular, I was reminded of some dystopia or post-apocalyptic
setting similar to what is depicted in the films Mad Max or Waterworld. Both of these
films are based on a global and social collapse. To me, the doors felt as if they were
mysterious relics and I appreciated their historical value. These panels inspired me to
introduce new components within my work, which was now shifting away from the
traditional two-dimensional paintings towards works with a three-dimensional relief
component. Up to that point, I had never considered three-dimensional materials as
mixed media. I began asking questions such as: Could these three-dimensional objects be
considered paintings? How could I manipulate and assemble them? To me, this was

23

foreign territory. Nonetheless, I continued to collect materials for further experimentation
and, hopefully, find the answers to my questions.

Figure 9. Max Rebel, Documentation, Photograph, 2012.

My decision to work with neglected industrial materials was based on the door
panel’s makeup. Instead of going to the art supply store, I would obtain most my threedimensional matter from dumpsters. For example, I would collect discarded plastics,
metals, fabrics and wooden materials such as like fence posts, metal vents, shelves, rods,
gears, transmission parts, door kick plates, metal roofing panels, metal pegboard, metal
24

framing, sheet metal, tar paper, electrical wiring, wire rope, house wrap, and construction
safety net. By collecting materials from trash receptacles, it allowed the media to directly
reference the doors and support my interest in the effects of neglect. No longer were
secluded locations simply being documented and illustrated in my work, I was physically
constructing my own fragmented environments with found materials. Although I am still
using my earlier photo-documentation of overlooked locations and textures as a
reference, the subject of my work shifted. The manipulation and assemblage of materials
became increasingly significant. Similar to recycling, my materials are reworked,
transformed, and repurposed within my artwork. Alvaris Falcon comments in an online
article on recycled art:
“Recycled art is not something that’s beautiful but just a waste of time and
space. It’s like alchemy, which turns base metal into gold, except that it
turns trashes into gold. Take recycled Optimus Prime with 2.5 meters tall
as example, it was sold with 7800 U.S. dollars, sounds like a good price
for a combination of metals which were originally treated as trashes.”9
I find Falcon’s analogy motivating since it is based on the transformation of matter. As a
result, many of the forms used in my work appear unrecognizable, which only leaves the
viewer with small clues to discern of what he or she is observing. I want the viewer to be
curious and question what they are seeing. I hope they are intrigued enough to try to
answer their own questions, as well as get a sense of the location’s features I visit. When
creating artwork, I want the viewer to have a sense of curiosity, much like when I am
entering a foreign architectural location. The main difference is that the viewer is given

9

Recycled Art: 66 Masterpieces Made From Junk, www.hongkiat.com.
< http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/recycled-art-masterpiece-made-from-junks/ >
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the opportunity to experience my work in a comfortable gallery setting, eliminating the
anxiety of entering abandoned locations. I find the process of transforming assembled
materials into my high-relief constructions compelling and it is what makes my work
rewarding on a personal level.
All of my MFA exhibition work is comprised with re-purposed materials. Their
weathered textures are used to reference the theme of change, which infers that there is a
limit to existence and everything deteriorates over time. Similar to mental and physical
experiences, my work is constantly evolving, adjusting, and adapting to new conditions.

Figure 10. Max Rebel, Obsolete, Mixed Media, 2013.
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Consequently, I am always testing new techniques and embracing diverse media in hopes
of advancing both my skill and artwork.
Obsolete is an early high-relief construction that introduced the theme of neglect
in my work. I selected the title, Obsolete, because it reminded me of an object that is no
longer in use. This work is assembled out of a metal fence pole, wire mesh deck, plastic
sheets, metal vents, concrete, and wooden boards that have been physically manipulated
and painted to represent old weathered textures. The wood has been cut and burned to
give it the appearance often observed during my wanderings. Sheets of plastic are melted
over the metal vents and then painted to represent the organic matters that routinely
overtake abandoned objects.
Like all my relief-constructions, this work was assembled on the ground. Similar
to Jackson Pollock, who painted his upstretched canvases on the floor, I also work on my
relief-constructions on a flat horizontal plane. Pollock reflects on this process:
“I prefer to tack the un-stretched canvas to the hard wall or floor. I need
the resistance of a hard surface. On the floor I’m more at ease. I feel
nearer, more part of the painting, since this way I can walk around it, work
from the four sides and literally be in the painting. This is akin to the
method of the Indian sand painters of the West.”10
This technique is not new and has been around for centuries. However, since I am
working with three-dimensional materials, it is easier to assemble heavier materials on
the ground so I am not working against gravity. This also enables me to drip, splash, and

10

Leonhard Emmerling, Pollock, Taschen, 2003, Page 65.
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flow watered downed ink onto the work. This way of painting allows the ink to enter low
and high relief impressions without making brush strokes. At times, I also pour or blow
pigments over the wet surfaces to enhance their textures. Although subtle, this method
helps establish the complex weathered appearance. After the inks have dried, I use paint
rollers, spray paint, and brushes to bring out points of interest within the work. During
this process, it is important to me that each technique partly disguises the other. The work
should have no marks and its texture should appear spontaneously weathered. If I do
leave a recognizable mark, I spray it down with water so it partly dissolves into the
textures. This idea runs parallel with the assemblage of the materials. I want the viewers
to be interested in both the construction and appearance without knowing how a
particular work was executed. I believe the viewer will engage with my art if I
successfully create curiosity about how the work was made.
Each object that I create is comprised of materials that have been completely
transformed from their previous condition. Often focal points that helped the viewer
navigate throughout a work will be lost during a particular technique and the components
that keep the viewer interested when exploring the work are eliminated. During this
process, my intention is to eliminate elements that distract from the relevant details
within an artwork. For example, Under the Waves (Figure 11) and Foreign Condition
(Figure 12) were originally constructed as one artwork (Figure 13). However, after
careful review it was determined that the object needed to be fragmented into two smaller
compositions. As a result, both cropped works have a tighter composition that allows the
materials to interact without getting lost and, therefore, are more powerful than the
singular object.
28

Like many other artworks, Under the Waves was completely transformed as it
was fabricated. This constant editing resulted in a stronger composition than the original
artwork, which was one long assemblage (see Figure 13). While working on Under the
Waves, I removed three panels from their original configuration to simplify it’s
appearance. As a result, large bold areas have been pushed back to contrast the detailed
texture and provide the viewer with resting areas while exploring each panel.
Furthermore, I have carefully inserted visual clues that help navigate the viewer from
panel to panel without getting lost.

Figure 11. Max Rebel, Under the Waves, Mixed Media, 2013.
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Figure 12. Max Rebel, Foreign Condition, Mixed Media, 2013.

Figure 13. Max Rebel, Under the Waves and Foreign Condition before being fragmented, 2013.
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For example, there are vibrant spots of orange to help the viewer jump back and forth
quickly between the separate parts. In contrast, there are subtle changes between cold and
warm tones to create a slower, gentler visual movement. By reworking and sacrificing
some competing elements, I was able to create a final work that is more engaging. Under
the Waves is a perfect example that you don’t solve visual problems by adding more
elements; in fact, you often need to subtract sections in order to strengthen artworks.
Overall, this piece took about six months to develop and it was a constant struggle to get
the competing parts to engage with each other.
As I continued to build work for my MFA Exhibition, the elements found in
abandoned and ignored structures continued to be a source of my creative investigations.
Beginning as a Graphic Design major, it was Krietemeyer’s use of “chance” to produce
his artworks that influenced me to begin expanding the materials I was using. This
resulted in my need to move from Graphic Design into the 2D Studio MFA program in
order to make work that would allow me to explore further with materials. The use of
“chance” can still be found in how I begin each of my works.
Collapsed (Figure 14) is a high-relief assemblage consisting of metal, wood,
plastic, and concrete that I found and then repurposed to be relevant to my vision for this
piece. As with earlier works, all materials were pieced together and painted on the
ground. Highlighting specific forms and changing values created numerous contrasting
elements. For example, a metal chain was painted a lighter value to emphasize an
organic, linear gesture that moves the viewer throughout the composition. The placement
of shapes and objects forming this work create a viewing hierarchy that enriches the
compositional movement. Repetitive variations of painted orange hues are scattered
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throughout the work to further enhance eye movement. Collapsed, as with each work
made for my MFA Exhibition, demonstrates the influence of the door panels documented
two years ago. References to the mysterious, formal qualities I found in the weathered,
battered surfaces and burned wood of the panels can be seen in each of the final works
made for my MFA thesis. Obsolete (Figure 10) and Foreign Condition (Figure 12) each
refers to the insights gained while researching the techniques and materials explained
throughout this thesis. Collapsed (Figure 14) is the work that represents the culmination
of all the artistic investigations conducted to make the work for my MFA Exhibition.

Figure 14. Max Rebel, Collapsed, 2013.

Figure 15. Max Rebel, Detail of Collapsed, 2013.
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CONCLUSION
As I worked on my MFA Thesis exhibition, I was constantly testing new ideas
and techniques while also expanding my use of diverse media. This support paper is an
attempt to communicate my efforts throughout the process of evolving, adjusting, and
adapting my MFA works. Although frustrating and intimidating, the process of
continually reassessing each object all around the creative process impelled me to break
existing boundaries. As a result, I introduced materials that helped shift my work from
traditional two-dimensional paintings into high-relief constructions. This support paper
describes how my imagery evolved by detailing my ongoing exploration of materials and
research. In addition, this document chronicles how my initial illustrations of urban
objects evolved into three-dimensional painted reliefs that share common features found
in neglected terrains. I have tried to highlight the correlations that I recognize between
time and abandoned subjects within my work. In doing so, I comment on the indefinite
continued progress of existence.
One of the most important aspects of my work is expressing the sense of wonder I
find within the cycle of continuation. Similar to recycling, I am enamored with using
materials that are reworked, transformed, and re-purposed within my art. I create highrelief structures that bear witness to the characteristics of abandoned and ignored
structures found in both urban and rural communities. Over time, domestic landscapes are
often reshaped based on neglect and natural phenomena. By working with repurposed
industrial refuse, as well as materials commonly used in construction, I am able to create
artworks that celebrate ignored formal qualities found in observed surroundings.
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In the future, I hope to continue to develop ideas and techniques that push the
work forward. There are many more urban and rural locations that I would like to explore
and document. I have plans to visit Detroit in the upcoming months and become active in
its art scene. Detroit has an artistic community that is engaged in exploring architecture
that has been abandoned and foreclosed as a result of the financial collapse. Artists
working in many different media (writers, sculptors, painters, photographers, etc.) are
collaborating by utilizing the derelict matter as their subject matter. In doing so, they are
holding up a magnifying glass to highlight locations that are in a constant state of change.
I look forward to exhibiting my MFA work in this new environment and collaborating
with the artists in Detroit.
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